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The Brief: 

As an engineer in a top robotics laboratory, you 

have been asked to join a new and exciting 

research opportunity; to develop and build a 

new vehicle for taking people on journeys. 

Your robot could travel to the depths of the 

ocean, journey to the planets or even through 

time!

Where can your imagination take you!

LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime Challenge
Explore the field of STEM and robotics and design a robot that can take you on ajourney using the LEGO® Education SPIKE™ Prime set



Journey
Noun: 
An act of travelling from one place to another

Verb: 
Travel somewhere
Any course or passage from one stage or experience to 

another
The act or an instance of travelling from one place to 

another; trip
To travel over or through
A passage



Where will your 
journey take you…..

a new frontier
the future
the past
a vehicle to meet someone’s need
life cycles
stories from other cultures
a book
geological features
the universe
microscopic worlds



Journeys Across 
the Curriculum

Geography: investigate areas such as climate, 
topography and map skills

History: investigate past, present and future

Literacy: study a variety of text types and genres

Maths: calculate distances, time taken and the cost of 
journeys, algorithms

Science and Technology: study the transport and 
power networks needed to make journeys; travel to 
different environments (micro and macro), design a 
vehicle to meet a need for someone, an industry etc.

Creative Arts: translate stories of journeys into music, 
drama, art or dance (OnStage)

This is not an exhaustive list.



   

set (includes Spike expansion set). You will need to:

• Work as a team to research, design and build a 

prototype of your robot.

• Document your research, designs and 

programming (show us your design thinking 

throughout the process).

• Submit images and video of your robot on the 

journey.

• Present your documentation through a video 

(include slides, short videos of how it works, the 

design, how it might move and its functions).

• Be creative. Showcase how it works and its special 



1. This needs to be your own design. You are encouraged to research and find examples of what others have already 

done, but your final product should be your own: not a copy of someone else’s idea.

2. You will create a Technical Paper to show evidence of:

Research. Show links, images, notes, sketches, your builds (did they change?). What features of the LEGO® Education 

SPIKE™ did you really enjoy using when designing and building your robot and for its journey?

Planning your design and programming – justify your decisions. Think about why you chose this design, and how will it 

work?

Features of your journeying robot. What makes it useful and what special features, and where does it is travel?        

For example, a journey through time to investigate….., a journey deep in the ocean using powerful propellers… a unique 

vehicle that takes a journey somewhere?

Programming - explain how the motors and sensors are used to add interest to the journeying robot. Anything else that 

you think would be important.



What to Include in your challenge submission:

1. A video (max 3 minutes) of you demonstrating your robot as it explores.

2. An introduction/overview where each team member discusses their role. What roles did each team member have during the challenge –

designer, engineer, builder, programmer? Did the roles change?

A discussion about why you think you robot is a good example of an exploration robot.

Describe the interesting design features of the exploration robot: did you use motors, sensors, LEGO® elements and how do they add 

interest?

Each team member should discuss what they found challenging and what they enjoyed the most (e.g. the build, designs, research, 

programming).

Your robot in action. Zoom in and out to show your new exploration robot in action.












Prizes: 
Highly Commended - certificates
1st, 2nd and 3rd - medals and trophies
1st prize also receives a Spike kit from 
MTA

NSW ran the competition as an open 
competition with no age criteria’s.



Celebrate 
Wherever your journey takes you ……
Go Boldly
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